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The wheat crop is growing rapidly throughout Kansas. Winter wheat condition 
rated 11 percent very poor, 25 poor, 39 fair, 24 good, and 1 excellent as of the 
March 21 Kansas Crop Report.

Drought, as of this writing, is looming on the horizon over much of the western 
two thirds of the state. Wheat’s fast growth coupled with warmer temperatures 
have begun depleting soil moisture reserves.

There are multiple reports of leaf rust and stripe rust disease pressure in Texas 
and Oklahoma which means massive ‘spore storms’ could be headed our way 
with southerly winds carrying the spores north. K-State is already finding active 
leaf rust and stripe rust in the state. The winter has been very mild in Kansas, 
and it is very likely that the leaf rust has overwintered in the state. Stripe rust has 
been reported in multiple counties. Tan spot and powdery mildew have also been 
reported in some areas of the state.

The early reports of leaf rust and stripe rust are cause for concern. The most 
important thing our growers can do at this stage is check their fields for disease. 
Scouting can help make critical decisions about fungicides that will need to be 
made soon.

Winter kill and frost injury problems are showing up in some areas where low 
temperatures caught wheat in a vulnerable stage of growth. With wheat being in 
the boot stage in most places, frost can be a serious threat.

With the wheat prices being so low, the only hope for enough income to cover 
wheat production costs is an above average crop. For that to happen, wheat 
needs (1) adequate moisture (but not too much), (2) cool temperatures as it grows 
to maturity (wheat is a cool weather crop), (3) a reprieve from leaf rust and stripe 
diseases, (4) a frost free spring, and (5) a dry harvest.

We can guess what you are thinking- what are the odds?

Wheat Needs Help for Top Yields
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Andrew grew up on a farm near Inman, KS, 
learning about cattle & crop production 
from his dad & grandpa. He attended 
Central Christian College in McPherson 
and graduated in 2013. While at Central, 
Andrew spent 4 years as a pitcher for the 
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coaching ranks spending time in Hesston, 
KS, & Springdale, AR. Andrew now lives 
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growing his cattle operation, golfing, and 
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2021 and is currently working towards 
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Dry Weather Continues

Fuel Costs Impact Bottom Line

The map here shows accumulated rainfall over the last 120 days prior 
to March 23. This map and others can be downloaded from www.
mesonet.k-state.edu . Another good source of weather information is 
the U.S. Drought Monitor website at https://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/.

Last newsletter, fertilizer costs for crop production were discussed as they escalated at an unprecedented rate. Chemical 
prices are significantly higher in 2022 than last year. Seed, repairs, machinery replacement- you name it, it has gone 
up. Fuel is another essential expense that has more than doubled in the past couple of years adding to a farmer’s rising 
“breakeven price” of commodities.

Farm records from 2020 Kansas Farm Management Association members show fuel and oil expense on an average 
Kansas farm was $22,166. After 2021 data is assembled and made available in May, we would expect a significant jump. 
In budgeting for 2022 crop expenses, we are adding another anticipated jump which would get fuel expenses up around 
$40,000. That could be as much as 8-10
percent of all operating expenses.

Fuel costs are also embedded in other increasing operating costs such as chemicals, fertilizer, machinery hire, irrigation, 
utilities, and auto expense.
What can be done to minimize the effects of this fuel issue? Farmers do have a couple of options to work on fuel 
consumption by reducing field trips, making equipment more fuel efficient, and switching over to no-till farming methods. 
One example would be using no-till where planting the tractor may be using 10 gallons of diesel fuel per hour (.6 gallons/
acre covered) compared to strip tilling or other heavy load operations which require nearly double that much fuel per acre 
covered.

Here is a visual depiction of just how the various processes contribute to the cost of diesel fuel.
Source: https://www.fleetowner.com/news/article/21237491/after-a-dip-us-diesel-prices-back-on-the-rise
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Grain Markets - The Hot Ag Topic

Soil Nutrient Removal By Grain Production
Every bushel of grain hauled to town is taking with it vital nutrients from the soil. In almost all cases, to retain long term 
optimum productivity, they must be replaced. That’s where fertilizer, manure, legumes, and compost come into the picture. 
Here are some average numbers of what nutrients are removed per bushel of grain.

Over the past 20 years, commodity prices have only been this high for a very short period back in 2013. New crop futures 
prices at the time of this writing for corn, soybeans, and wheat are $6.50, $14.70, and $11.20 per bushel respectively. Why 
this high right now? Obviously, conflict with Russia is the main driving force with support from unusually dry weather and 
greater than normal demand.

Whatever the reason for these higher-than-normal prices, the real question is what do we as producers of these 
commodities need to be thinking about relative to selling. Do we wait and simply plan to sell at harvest time or later? Or, 
do we take advantage of these high prices now and forward price some bushels using contracts or futures? And, if we do 
choose to forward price grain, just how comfortable do we feel locking up a harvest time delivery price?

From a farm manager’s perspective, where we are trying to capture prices in the upper end of the trading range, it does 
not make sense to simply wait until harvest and see what happens with prices. If harvest time prices happen to be at their 
seasonal highs, then the gamble paid off. However, if harvest time prices have eroded from their earlier highs, then the 
gamble was a losing position.

Developing a well thought out marketing plan is our goal. We take into account information such as expected production, 
break even prices, historical price data, crop insurance coverage, basis levels, and risk tolerance. Then we look at comfort 
levels for what percentage of our expected production we want to market at various price points. Earlier in the growing 
season, if we see unusually high prices, we may contract only 10-20 percent. As harvest time gets closer and high prices 
prevail, we will be more aggressive in contracting more grain.

As we follow through with a well thought out marketing plan, a key component is to never look back and say, “I made a 
mistake by selling when I did.” All marketing decisions are based upon the best information that is available at the time. 
Begrudging past marketing decisions only makes it more difficult to carry out future well thought out marketing plans.

Obviously, we have no way of predicting the future. Grain prices can go up or they can go down. All we know is what the 
price offerings are at any one point in time. Either they present a good pricing opportunity based upon the considerations 
mentioned above, or they do not. Fear and greed! The two forces that keep many producers from making good, well 
thought out marketing decisions.
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Estate planning is an important process to engage in, but it can also be a difficult process to get started and execute properly once it has 
started. Complicating the matter is that there is no “one size fits all” estate plan. Each estate and the individuals involved are unique. It’s 
all about goals and objectives.

So, it might be interesting to take a look at some of the more common mistakes that are made in estate planning. There are many that 
could be listed, but here are a few that would likely make a “top 10” list.

Peoples Bank and Trust has a full service trust department which can answer questions that you might have relative to estate planning. 
Go to www.peoples.bank/trust for contact information and an overview of services offered.

Excerpts from “Common Estate Planning Mistakes” by Roger McEowen, Ag Law Attorney

So, if mistakes can be avoided, what are the most critical documents for most people?

Simply not doing anything.

Title ownership of property that doesn’t comply with the overall 
estate planning goals and objectives.

Leaving everything outright to the surviving spouse when the 
family wealth is “large.”

Simply thinking that there is insufficient wealth to need to do 
any estate planning.

Not accounting for the lack of liquidity of farm and ranch 
estates.

Will
Power of Attorney (both financial and health care)
Revocable Living Trust

Not owning life insurance in the proper manner.

Not understanding the difference between “equal” and “fair” 
when it comes to estate distribution to
children.

Improper use of life estate/remainder arrangements.

Not preserving eligibility for special use valuation.

Not doing the basics in preserving records and key 
documents.
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Common Estate Planning Mistakes


